
I fill you up with all the rays of sunlight you could ever
need. I fill you up with all the colors of the rainbow. Their
vibrancy and life spreads throughout your energy field.
When you drink from my cup. I fill you up with all the
guidance you could ever need and it's the guide of your
heart and your unique blueprint. I fill you up with
expansive loving energy so why do you not drink from
my cup as often as i provide - Your Meditation Practice 
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A sacred practice
that will allow
space for you to
make love with
the parts of you
that have been
hidden 
 

MEDITATION



MEDITATION

You are born into this world - as a being of perfection!  
A Unique translation of light that carries a vibration. A vibration which holds a certain flavor of love that only
you carry. It permeates your energy field and is felt by all that saw and felt you on the day of your birth. 
 
Then you were given a name. A name that holds meaning to those that gave it to you. From the people that
have hopes and wishes for you and your life. 
But they failed to tune into the translation of light that you hold. 
Instead they gave you rules to follow...specific clothes to wear…”playbooks” for how to behave, when to cry,
when to speak and what activities are worthy to engage in. 
Soon you have friends and access to Tv, media and a whole world of more and more playbooks. 
 
Again... written by people and given to you by people who never sat down to hear the wisdom you carry in
your unique flavor of love. 
 
Instead you are taught not to trust yourself, yet to trust the playbooks. 
So you sit and you obey. 
You study hard, following the playbook word for word. 
They tell you  how to dress, down to who to date, and how you spend your weekends.  Then you wonder
how come you feel so depressed, so anxious, so jealous, so stressed, so lifeless, so lost.
If you have done all that you were asked and was obedient as all hell and kept that playbook by your side. 
Then why are you so miserable- numb..tired..unsatisfied?  Gorgeous Being...it's time to put aside the
playbook and meet your God Self, Your higher self...through meditation.
 
It's not your fault. And you are definitely not alone. When little… most of us left ourselves to fix ourselves to
be like the masses..so we could feel loved, accepted and “good”. 
We became masters at it. 
Watching and learning and mimicking to alter and to tweak our looks, interests, and personality. numbing
ourselves more and more each day.
 



                                                                         to connect with all aspects of ourselves. Maybe some spend
so much time getting things done and checking the boxes on their list. But rarely enter into the magical
forest of their emotions like sadness, overwhelm, guilt or shame. Even if it’s shoved away in a “junk
drawer” so you can get more done. It's still crowding your space and affecting you internally. We typically
self medicate with a bit too much drinking, or over socialization ..basically bringing in more distractions
so we pretend there are no heavier emotions even there. 
 
 

Meditation is a way to create safety for all of you. 
 
 

For all of you to show up and for you to lean in and hear the medicine that those emotions have for you.
This ...is the truest form of self love. Where all of you can be seen, heard and loved. No more shoving
your emotions away or masking them with activities.
 
                                             meditation is also a gorgeous way to stand with your God Self, Higher self or
Wiser self (however you like to call it). Maybe you routinely feel fear, sadness and overwhelm and don't
shove it away. But maybe you've been stuck in these emotions and can't seem to shake them.  
 
 

Meditation can create a space for your inner warrior to rise.
 
 
For you to feel the pulsating vibration of your innate power..for it to hold your hand and walk you
through the fire so you come out on the other side. We can doubt our power, fear it and continue to run
from it because there's this part of us that feels it's not safe to be in our glory. Meditating regularly will
have us feel connected to this part of us. 
 
                                                   
 
 
 

Not  knowing we already held the energy of magic,
truthand beauty inside of us. We thought it was out there.
We thought they knew. But what we didn't realize was
they all (yes..even the ones who made all the rules) were
just as lost and confused as we were. They were just
following everyone else too. Sheep mentality
...groupthink...whatever you want to call it. But I'm here to
tell you..Meditation has a way to dissolve that. 
It can release the desire or need to alter yourself.

1:Meditation is a beautiful way

2:On the flip side...



                                                    is designed to keep us very task oriented. A Lot of doing - alot of
following - a lot of role playing. We are highly distracted from ourselves.
If I was to ask you…”who are you” what would you say? Would you list off your roles (mother,father,ceo,
spiritual teacher). Or maybe you'd have an eloquent response that is rooted in your current or past
spiritual beliefs. 
I invite you to ask...who told me this is who I am? Was it a book...your parents? Where did they get this
from? We can place such importance in what other people do and think and we blindly follow. No fault
to your own - this is how our culture is designed. 
I know a lot of times those inputs come from people who love us and care for us, but those very people
who tweak us are the people who don't know they too are reflections of light.They don't know this, so
they regurgitate the false ideas they believe in. 
 
 

They too want company in the “sea of sheep following the masses”
 but what if i told you not to follow them. 

3: Our western culture 

To not follow structures, rules, so tightly that we
lose our own guidance. Lets not diminish our own
insights and intuition so much that we make time
for everything and everyone else..EXCEPT US
 
To me meditation is reclaiming of ourselves. Making
time to honor our soul, to listen, to feel and to be. 
 
We are constantly being guided but if we don't
spend time learning the language of our soul we
may misinterpret the whispers or not even hear
them. Spending all of our waking time taking in
information from happy hours with friends,
listening to podcasts, even reading many spiritual
articles. WE have an abundance of other people's
opinions but we lack our unique wisdom.



I can't calm my thoughts

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1: Let them be - awareness is key!

Allow them to come and pass with no attachments, just noticing (the ultimate practice is self
love...we can relate to ourselves with major self judgement. Let's release that when we meditate.
No judgement just love. The act of being with yourself is sacred! Most individuals are not even
conscious of their thoughts..they have no idea what they are thinking all day because it's washed
over with all the doing. So sitting and noticing your thoughts is a powerful practice!  Like
anything...there are stages. You must crawl before you can walk. When you notice you are having a
hard time accepting yourself during meditation: Place your hand on your heart. This is a reminder
to send love to yourself. As you sit in silence, Thoughts may appear. It's ok...Just lovingly notice
them and allow them to drift and notice the space of stillness in between each thought. 
 
 
 

This is the art of being comfortable with being. 
 
 

2: Bringing awareness relaxes you 

Awareness to breathe, awareness to the body. Create deep intentionality with your breath.
Intentional with how long your inhale and how long you exhale. Bring awareness to your body.
Starting at your right toes. Breathing in a calming white light to that area and on your release...
allow that part of you to sink into the space around you . Do this all the way up your body until you
have reached  the crown of your head. Breathe into your heart space...relaxing your body as you
clear out any heavy emotions via a healing white light (choose a color that feels healing to you) do
this until your body feels full of light radiance and love. Now imagine this bright energy  filling your
entire room and seeping out into the world connecting with the hearts of others ..expand it in your
neighborhood ...city and state and so on. Another way is to bring awareness to your body by
getting grounded...feeling your body connect to the roots of the earth.
 



3: Be curious rather than annoyed.

 Sit with your anxiety in your meditation. Notice where it sits in your body. Is it in your shoulders, maybe
it's in your neck. Breathe into this place. Holding it in an energy of acceptance and love. Get curious.
What color is it.. Notice its unique texture or listen to its needs and desires. And journal on this after
your meditation.

..vines wrapping around your body and mother earth humming and
pulsating into your cells...



Why is it so hard to meditate?

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1: It's bringing us to our vulnerable place

And this can scare many of us on a subconscious level. So we make all the excuses in the world as to
why we don't have time to be with ourselves. For many, the reason why they can’t be with themselves
is due to the unworthiness pain that they don't even know is there. So spending time with ourselves
feels painful because we have spent a lifetime creating a personality of “perfection “ “Confident” but in
actuality it is a mask to cover up what is being felt underneath. A part of us knows that...and doesn't
want to face it.
We all have disowned parts (parts of our personality that were told were bad or not loveable when we
were little)  of us and when we slow down enough with no filters to block us those disowned parts may
come to the surface. A part of us is scared to be with all the sides and emotions we truly hold. For
many...only certain aspects of us are safe to be with - so we usually focus on those. The parts of us we
like… the parts of us we feel are accepted.
 

 
 But the pure magic of who you are is only amplified, uncovered when

 it is revealed ...not masked
 
 
 
2: Culture that prioritizes doing and not a culture that prioritizes feeling and being. 
3: Many have wounds of not feeling safe in our body or with caring for ourselves. 
 
 



      How to make Meditation easier

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1: Play around with a variety of types of meditations

What feels good. Maybe meditation for 30 min works now but a possible 5 min is what will work down
the road. Allow yourself the ability to change
 

2:Try a group meditation!

 

3: Notice what you have an allegiance to? 

Write it out, honesty …Maybe you take more of a priority to sleep longer, or primping and getting
ready for the day, or maybe you want to exercise instead. When we are honest with ourselves it takes
the energy off making excuses. We can just say “ right now this ___ is more of a priority for me. “
However if you are looking to make the shift then you can make a new intention...to commit to making
meditation a priority
 

Say “ I don't know how to make time for my body
 and soul but I want to know how”

 
 
Be honest about your intention and be honest about your struggle. You can even just begin saying this
or a similar version every morning. Then one day the resistance will lift!
 
 
 
 



Bringing meditation into your daily world

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many of us lose the magic and awareness that we exhibited as children. There's much beauty and magic in
that. We can bring it back by bringing meditation into our daily lives. 
Every moment invites a space for us to breathe and be 
 

1: The connection to our emotions during the day

Having a different relationship with them. When you notice a stressor or a fear during your day, Don't just
bulldoze past it. Actually allow it to be. Notice what triggered the fear and breathe love into that space.
Maybe that's all the time you have for it. Maybe you're about to walk into a meeting and you don't have
time to do a lengthy process. Breathing and acknowledging the fear is enough self acceptance. If you have
more time you can allow the trigger to birth through you. You can excuse yourself from the conversation
that triggered you by just saying “excuse me I'm going to head to the restroom” etc. While there, you can
feel the trigger and breath with it as you visually see it leave your body. You can show validation through
your internal dialogue with it.. Accept it and tell it You love it and will always be there to hear what it's
feeling etc
 

This cultivating a different relationship with your pain
 
 

2: meditate while you walk!

 Breathing and noticing, being in awe of nature, releasing thoughts and hearing mother earth speak to you
through the wind when it howls as you stand listening to its wisdom =heightening your ability to “up” your
spiritual gifts
 
 
 



Have a personal intention for this meeting. A) I will remain in my power and not shrink into inferiority .
Or B) I want to develop a deep connection with this individual. 
How to do:

A: Before the meeting when you are still solo. Tap into the vibration of your power ...if you can.
Feel it. Heighten it until you feel your power has filled your entire energy field. Allow yourself to
marinate in it. While in the meeting stay connected to this energy. Moments when you feel you
shrinking from your power energy. Bring awareness to that shrinking energy. Notice how you are
sitting..notice what thoughts are filling your mind...then reconnect to the frequency of your power
 
 

. It's a beautiful dance. The more you do this the more artful it becomes. 
 

 
B:Before the meeting, connect to the energy of pure love. Allow yourself to saturate in this
energy. Now visually in your mind's eye.
 Bring the image of that person you are
 about to see into your imagination, see
 the love energy that you have created
 to extend from your heart to their heart.
 See the vibrant color of the energy.
 
 Allow it to fill this person and surround
 the two of you in this deep universal love.
 When you are in the meeting keep this
 energy circulating through you and 
through your heart to theirs 
 
 

 
 
 

 

3: When meeting with another

While looking at them see
them past their image and

tune into
their unique frequency of

light. Allow a feeling of awe
and

gratitude to hold in your
heart during this.



No time to meditate

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1: Make it a part of your practice

or routine in morning and evening - start small like 5 min..Make a commitment (that fits you) 2 min a day in
the morning...think realistically! 
 

2:Others in the home that make it hard to meditate?

Everyone fighting for your time? Do you have Kids? - practice with them. If you have little kids like age 4-9
(or even older) they will be your best meditation buddies. Learn alongside them. Include them in this
practice and they will do it with you and even start doing it on their own and most likely will begin
respecting your solo time more if they know it's something you all do together as well. 
 
Get a sign that says “I'm meditating” Maybe design the sign with your kids and help them make their own
sign as well. If you do it with your kids too and give them a sign
 
 

It becomes a respected practice and fun
 way to teach honoring self care

 
 

Do you live with your romantic partner? Do it with them - and create an amazing way to connect, or have
them find their own self care time and practice. Share your ideas for you and hear there's.
 



The two of you can be self care accountability buddies for each other.. You both can do it on your own
and you can come back and share how it was..
 

3: Do it while you are doing something else.

It's not cheating. It's ok..It's a great practice when you are super busy or when just beginning trying to
meditate. Another idea is to do yoga to a visual guided meditation playing in the background.
Or you can cook to a guided meditation ...mindful cooking! 
Instead of driving to the store, walk and put on a guided meditation. Or if need be, put it on while
driving or grocery shopping.
 
 

Steps to enhance your meditation

 
1: Before: Making it sacred space 
Candles - cleansing -having no expectations - Write AN "I am" statement -Trust your own direction
(maybe you want to scream or laugh or move your hips) do what feels good and right to you.
 
 
2: During: Start with a prayer 
 Read the  "I am" statement before meditating.   Reach your truth and your "why" intention.
 
 
3: After: Write poetry - write a song 
- free write, paint or dance after your meditation.  Create an intention of what part of the meditation
youwant to bring with you into your day.   Take a long bath.

www.gigibisong.com

http://www.gigibisong.com/

